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Brand CANON
SIZE A4 COLOUR

CANON ADVANCE ADVC 350

Brand CANON

CANON ADVANCE ADV6055
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Brand CANON

CANON ADVANCE ADVC3330

Brand CANON

CANON ADVANCE 5235
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Brand CANON
SIZE A3 COLOUR
PRINT SPEED 30 PAGE PER

MINUTE
PRINT SPEED 35 PAGE PER

MINUTE

CANON ADVANCE ADVC 5030 / 35

Brand CANON
SIZE A3 COLOUR
PRINT SPEED 20 PAGES PER

MINUTE

CANON IMAGE RUNNER C3120

Description

Seamless functionality, maximum performance
Designed with simplicity in mind 

The imageRUNNER C3120 brings greater workflow productivity
by streamlining daily operations. Equipped with standard Wi-Fi
and Direct Access Point, achieve high quality colour prints with
seamless connection.

* Excellent Colour Quality
Canon's V² colour imaging technology delivers outstanding
colour quality. Be impressed with vivid and vibrant quality prints
time after time.

* Streamlined Workflow
The Application Library helps increase work efficiency. Save time
by streamlining routine operations, simplifying frequently
performed tasks at the touch of a button. 

* Cloud Control
A simple cloud-based print management solution, uniFLOW
Online Express optimises prints through smart usage analytics.
Easily track and manage print, copy, scan and fax usage with
usage reports. 
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Brand CANON
SIZE A4 MONO
PRINT SPEED 71 PAGES PER

MINUTE

CANON ADVANCE DX 717iZ / 617i

Description

High performance compact device with improved scanning
capability
The imageRUNNER ADVANCE DX 717iZ/617i helps busy
workgroups increase productivity with enhanced scanning
capability, making it the ideal partner to digitally transform any
office environment.

* Workflow Efficiency
Intelligent feeder allows effortless, rapid scanning with features
such as multi-sheet feed detection and skip blank originals.
Canon’s MEAP platform provides process optimisation, by
integrating with a range of powerful document, capture and
output management solutions.

* Effective Cost Management
Seamless integration with output management solutions, such as
uniFLOW provides the ability to carry out detailed tracking,
reporting, and cost analysis. Remote diagnostics and assistance
help to reduce costs by minimising downtime and time spent by
IT.

* Robust Security
McAfee® Embedded Control and system verification at startup
ensure device security, protecting against malware and
tampering of firmware. Enhance document confidentiality with
encrypted secure print, secure watermark, encrypted PDF and
device signature PDF.

Brand CANON
SIZE A4 COLOUR
PRINT SPEED 5 PAGES PER

MINUTE

CANON ADVANCE DX C357i

Description

Compact, easy-to-use device with Vivid and Vibrant
colour output
The imageRUNNER ADVANCE DX C357i offers high print quality,
intuitive usability and comprehensive security features, making it
a valuable addition to any busy workgroup

* High Print Quality & Workflow Efficiency
State-of-the-art V² (Vivid & Vibrant) imaging technology and
toner ensure high quality colour printouts with 1,200 dpi print
resolution for consistently striking images. Intelligent feeder
allows effortless, rapid scanning, while My ADVANCE enables a
unique, personal experience tailored to meet varied workflow
needs.

* Robust Security
McAfee® Embedded Control and system verification at startup
ensure device security, protecting against malware and
tampering of firmware. Strengthen information privacy and
security across networks with IPsec, port filtering capabilities,
and SSL technology.

* Effective Cost Management
Seamless integration with output management solutions, such as
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uniFLOW provides the ability to carry out detailed tracking,
reporting, and cost analysis. Apply print policies, monitor output,
and restrict usage by user to help reduce unnecessary printing,
resulting in lower total document cost.

Brand CANON
SIZE A3 COLOUR
PRINT SPEED 70 PAGES PER

MINUTE

CANON ADVANCE DX C5800i

Description

Secure, user-friendly, and efficient with low power
consumption
The imageRUNNER ADVANCE DX C5800i series provides
businesses with strong security, great usability, and high
productivity, effectively supporting today’s office digital needs.
With superb performance, the series serves as an ideal interface
for businesses to connect to various solutions.

* High Print Quality & Workflow Efficiency
State-of-the-art V² (Vivid & Vibrant) imaging technology and
toner ensure high quality printouts with 1,200 dpi print resolution
for consistently striking images. Industry leading Single-Pass
document feeder offers efficient scanning of up to 270 ipm, and
Canon PRINT Business App enables contactless operation for
easy and safe device usage. 

* Robust Security
User authentication, picture login and department ID provide
secure access control, while encrypted secure print, secure
watermark, encrypted PDF and device signature PDF enhance
document confidentiality. McAfee® Embedded Control and
system verification at startup ensure device security, protecting
against malware and tampering of firmware.

* Environmentally Friendly
Fusing technologies and innovative sleep mode features help
lower overall energy consumption efficiently. Force Hold Print
minimises paper wastage by holding jobs at the device, allowing
change of print settings, preview and edit of print jobs at the
device to achieve desired results at the first time of printing.

Brand CANON
SIZE A3 MONO
PRINT SPEED 25 PAGES PER

MINUTE

CANON IMAGERUNNER 2425

Description

Advanced functions made simple
The imageRUNNER 2425 facilitates a productive work
environment with great usability, security and connectivity.
Combining intuitive operation and a range of security features,
the imageRUNNER 2425 is the perfect solution for today’s
businesses.

* Easy Operation
A large 7-inch colour touch panel ensures smooth operation with
great visibility and functionality. The intuitive user interface
combines an easy to navigate Home Screen and Timeline feature
to simplify routine tasks at the touch of a button. Customisable
settings offer a personalised user experience and streamline
workflow for greater productivity. 
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* Maximum Security
Verify System at Start-up checks the validity of device firmware
and applications to protect against malware and tampering of
firmware. uniFLOW Online/Online Express provides enhanced
security through authentication functions that prevent
unauthorised device access, and deters information leakage by
eliminating unattended printouts. 

* Seamless Connectivity
Wireless connectivity and cloud integration ensure productivity
even while on the go. Benefit from a wide range of mobile
printing solutions supported, including Canon PRINT Business,
Google Cloud Print™, Apple® AirPrint™ and Mopria® Print
Service for seamless mobility. 

Brand CANON
SIZE A3 MONO
PRINT SPEED IR-ADV 8786: up to 86

ppm
PRINT SPEED IR-ADV 8795: up to 95

ppm
PRINT SPEED IR-ADV 8705: up to 105

ppm

CANON ADVANCE DX 8700 Series

Description

Superior scan speed with reliable performance for high
volume printing
Designed for advanced functionality, high reliability and ease of
operation, the imageRUNNER ADVANCE DX 8700 series offers
personalisation and other intelligent features necessary to meet
the needs of diverse environments as well as workflow
requirements of individual users.

* Outstanding Mono-chrome Printing
With multiple new key technologies built into the iR-ADV DX
8700 Series, it is capable of producing consistent prints across
full printable areas, this is made possible with its "Twin Sleeves"
technology. Other technologies like the new "pO" Toner and E-
Drum further boosts printing quality.

* In-line Professional Finishing
Multiple Professional Finishing accessories are available to
enhance your productivity and allows you to create
professionally printed collaterals with ease. This wide array
includes a Professional Hole Puncher, Document Insertion Unit,
Paper Folding and Booklet Making capabilities.

* Environmental Friendly
The iR-ADV DX 8700 series was designed specifically for low
carbon dioxide emission. This is lower by 30% compared to
previous models. In addition, the iR-ADV DX 8700 series
consumes 1.5W or less of power in standby mode allowing you to
save more energy and costs for your business.

Brand CANON
SIZE A4 COLOUR
PRINT SPEED 33 PAGES PER

MINUTE

CANON IMAGERUNNER C1533i

Description
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Experience a boost in work efficiency
Perfect for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) as well as
workgroups within large enterprises, the imageRUNNER C1533i
spots impressive colour print quality, intuitive design, and swift
scanning capabilities to support business operations in the new
normal.

* Excellent Usability & Colour Quality
Employing state-of-the-art V² (Vivid & Vibrant) colour imaging
technology, the imageRUNNER C1533i produces impressive
colour printouts with print speed of up to 33 pages per minute
(ppm). The 7-inch colour touch panel provides excellent visibility
and features an intuitive user interface with a smart Timeline
feature to help users complete routine tasks with one-touch,
reducing time spent on repetitive operations. 

* Efficient Digitisation
Designed to support hybrid ways of working, the imageRUNNER
C1533i offers fast duplex scan speed of up to 150 images per
minute (ipm), connects to wireless networks and integrates with
public cloud platforms seamlessly. The high-speed scanning
allows users to digitise documents quickly, share information and
collaborate regardless of location, easing the transition between
remote and office work.

* Fortified Security
Aimed at helping businesses deter security breaches, the
imageRUNNER C1533i features a device security function that
verifies system at start-up, allows the encryption of scanned
documents with passwords, and holds print jobs till users
securely release the jobs for printing. It also comes equipped
with uniFLOW Online Express, a cloud-based print management
solution that provides user authentication for preventing
unauthorised device access.

Brand CANON
SIZE A3 MONO
PRINT SPEED 70 PAGES PER

MINUTE

CANON ADVANCE DX 6800i Series

Description

Productive, quiet, and dependable
The imageRUNNER ADVANCE DX 6800i series delivers
productivity while keeping operating noise levels low. With high
speed scanning, versatile finishing options and various security
features, the series is perfect for any modern office environment.

* Excellent Workflow Efficiency
Industry leading Single-Pass document feeder allows up to 270
ipm scanning, supports paper skew prevention and comes with
advanced anti-dust/streak measures. Canon's MEAP platform
provides process optimisation, by integrating with a range of
powerful document, capture and output management solutions.

* Effective Cost Management
Seamless integration with output management solutions, such as
uniFLOW or uniFLOW Online Express for detailed tracking,
reporting, and cost analysis. High product quality and reliability,
combined with remote diagnostics and assistance help reduce
costs by minimising downtime and time spent by IT.

* Environmentally Friendly
Fusing technologies and innovative sleep mode features help
lower overall energy consumption efficiently. Force Hold Print
minimises paper wastage by holding jobs at the device, allowing
change of print settings, preview and edit of print jobs at the
device to achieve desired results at the first time of printing.
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Brand CANON
SIZE A3 MONO
PRINT SPEED 45 PAGES PER

MINUTE

CANON IMAGERUNNER IR2600i

Description

Robust A3 device built for productivity
With personalised user workflows, advanced security features
and cost control capabilities, the iR2600i is the ultimate
document solution device designed for the modern office
environment.

* Advanced Personalisation
With a 7 inch colour control panel, the iR2600i Series offers an
intuitive interface designed to simplify your work process.
Customise workflows tailored to individual preferences to speed
up daily tasks.

* Enhanced Security
Protect your device, data and network with a multilayer security
offering.
iR2600 Series integrates with third party Security Information
and Event Management (SIEM) systems to help provide insights
into potential threats. These devices also include latest
technology to verify that the device boot process, firmware, and
applications initialise without alterations or tampering.

* Cloud Control
Maximise your investments with uniFLOW Online Express, our
cloud-based print management solution. Track and assess print,
copy, scan, and fax usage and allocate costs to departments or
projects.

Brand CANON
SIZE A3 COLOUR
PRINT SPEED 20 PAGES PER

MINUTE

CANON IMAGE RUNNER C3120

Description

Seamless functionality, maximum performance
Designed with simplicity in mind, 

the imageRUNNER C3120 brings greater workflow productivity
by streamlining daily operations. Equipped with standard Wi-Fi
and Direct Access Point, achieve high quality colour prints with
seamless connection.

* Excellent Colour Quality

Canon's V² colour imaging technology delivers outstanding
colour quality. Be impressed with vivid and vibrant quality prints
time after time.

* Streamlined Workflow
The Application Library helps increase work efficiency. Save time
by streamlining routine operations, simplifying frequently
performed tasks at the touch of a button. 

* Cloud Control
A simple cloud-based print management solution, uniFLOW
Online Express optimises prints through smart usage analytics.
Easily track and manage print, copy, scan and fax usage with
usage reports. 
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Brand CANON
SIZE A3 MONO
PRINT SPEED 80 [AGES PER

MINUTE

CANON ADVANCE DX 6700i

Description

Superior scan speed with reliable performance for high volume
printing
The imageRUNNER ADVANCE DX 6700i series fulfills demanding
office requirements with high volume printing capability. With
high speed scanning and various security features, the series
helps digitally transform the office environment.

* Superb Workflow Efficiency
Class leading Single-Pass document feeder allows up to 270 ipm
scanning, supports paper skew prevention and comes with
advanced anti-dust/streak measures. Easily scan and convert
documents to Searchable PDF, Microsoft® Word, and Microsoft®
PowerPoint files.

* Robust Security
McAfee® Embedded Control and system verification at startup
ensure device security, protecting against malware and
tampering of firmware. Control unauthorised access with
different authentication methods such as picture login,
department ID, user authentication, and card access.

* Effective Cost Management
Seamless integration with output management solutions, such as
uniFLOW or uniFLOW Online Express for detailed tracking,
reporting, and cost analysis. Apply print policies, monitor output,
and restrict usage by user to reduce unnecessary printing,
perform cost recovery, and save on paper and toner.

Brand CANON
SIZE A3 COLOUR
PRINT SPEED 30 PAGES PER

MINUTE

CANON ADVANCE DX C3700i

Description

Cloud ready document processing with Vivid and Vibrant
colour output
The imageRUNNER ADVANCE DX C3700i series provides great
productivity with high quality colour output. The series facilitates
simple and efficient document processing, making it an excellent
partner for daily office tasks.

* High Print Quality & Workflow Efficiency
V² colour technology maximises the capability of the device and
toner to deliver impressive prints with a vivid and vibrant
appearance. Class leading Single-Pass document feeder option
allows up to 270 ipm scanning, while Canon’s MEAP platform
provides process optimisation by integrating with a range of
powerful document, capture and output management solutions.
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* Effective Cost Management
Seamless integration with output management solutions, such as
uniFLOW or uniFLOW Online Express for detailed tracking,
reporting, and cost analysis. With remote diagnostics and
assistance, reduce costs by minimising downtime and time spent
by IT.

Robust Security
McAfee® Embedded Control and system verification at startup
ensure device security, protecting against malware and
tampering of firmware. Enhance information privacy and network
security with IPsec, port filtering capabilities, and SSL
technology.

Brand CANON
SIZE A3 MONO
PRINT SPEED 51 PAGES PER

MINUTE

CANON ADVANCE DX 4700i

Description

Robust and reliable, with outstanding performance
The imageRUNNER ADVANCE DX 4700i series offers a wide range
of solutions for the modern day office in its compact design.
Dynamic and highly dependable, the series helps meet daily
office needs.

* Superb Workflow Efficiency
Canon’s MEAP platform provides process optimisation, by
integrating with a range of powerful document, capture and
output management solutions. Single-Pass document feeder
option allows effortless, rapid scanning with features such as
multi-sheet feed detection and skip blank originals.

* Effective Cost Management
Seamless integration with output management solutions, such as
uniFLOW or uniFLOW Online Express for detailed tracking,
reporting, and cost analysis. With remote diagnostics and
assistance, reduce costs by minimising downtime and time spent
by IT.

* Robust Security
Control unauthorised access with different authentication
methods such as picture login, department ID, user
authentication, and card access. Enhance document
confidentiality with encrypted secure print, secure watermark,
encrypted PDF and device signature PDF.
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Brand CANON
SIZE A4 MONO
PRINT SPEED 35 PAGES PER

MINUTE

Canon IR 1435iF

Description

Feature-rich additions for your workplace

The new A4 monochrome imageRUNNER 1435iF is designed with
efficiency and usability in mind. Boosting a print speed of
35ppm, the device also comes with a wide range of functions
designed to provide an enhanced experience.

* Designed for usability
Boosting a robust design, the imageRUNNER 1435 is able to
function well even in high humidity environment.
Smart Scan provide improved usability as the device is able to
automatically correct the orientation of scanned documents
without the users having to check and rotate documents
manually before sending. Scanned documents are also easily
converted into searchable PDFs, allowing users to search and
copy text from scanned documents.

* Improved Security and Management
Track and monitor device usage with the Department ID. Reduce
wastage of resources by monitoring and disabling non-required
functions for the different departments.
Device management is simplified with the eMaintenance service.
Businesses are able to automate consumables re-ordering
request through eMaintenance, improving device uptime and
freeing administrators' time.

* Mobile Connectivity
For users on the go, the versatile imageRUNNER 1435 provides
simple mobile print functionality allowing mobile device users to
print jobs from their devices. It supports a wide variety of
formats including image, photo, PDF files and web pages.
Mobile users can also use the Canon Mobile Scanning for
Business to scan and save data on their mobile devices, and
send it as e-mail attachments to themselves.
*Canon Mobile Printing and Canon Mobile Scanning apps may be
downloaded on iOS or android mobile devices

Brand CANON
SIZE A3 MONO
PRINT SPEED 22 PAGES PER

MINUTE

CANON IR 2206N/2006N/2206 Series

Description

Stay secure and connected with new A3 series

Ideal for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), the
imageRUNNER 2206N/2006N/2206 series deliver basic
functionalities with enhanced smart capabilities. The
imageRUNNER 2206N and 2006N offers security and
connectivity functionalities such as secure print, send to email
and connectivity to mobile applications. Enjoy better information
security alongside greater connectivity and productivity.

* Secure Your Documents
Protect confidential information from your documents by
securing your print job with configurable PIN. Documents are
held in the printer and released only when a PIN is entered. With
the additional layer of verification, this eliminates security risks
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when printouts are left unattended. It also indirectly reduces
paper wastage in the event of a misprint.
*Only applicable for iR2206N/2006N

* Easy Scan Operations
Scan, store and share your documents in various formats with
the Pull and Push Scan function by triggering your Scan Utility
desktop application.
With the iR2206N and 2006N, users can also send documents to
their email or save their documents to SMB folders easily. 

* Built-in Connectivity for seamless connection*
With built-in wireless LAN, the imageRUNNER 2206N/2006N can
connect with computers or mobile devices in the same network
wirelessly.
The imageRUNNER 2206N/2006N also allow supports a variety of
mobile applications and plugin like, Canon Print Business, Canon
Print Service, Google Cloud Print, Mopria enabling users to print
on the go. 
*Only applicable for iR2206N/2006N 

Brand CANON
SIZE A3 MONO
PRINT SPEED 25/35/45 PAGES PER

MINUTE

CANON ADVANCE 4225 / 4235 / 4245

Description

With outstanding versatility and performance, the Canon
imageRUNNER ADVANCE IR 4225 model meets the needs of
workgroup or enterprise office environments. This digital
monochrome model rapidly scans, prints, copy, fax and
distribute documents with precision and ease. Advanced
management tools and multiple in-line finishing options help
produce professional documents with ease. The Canon
imageRUNNER ADVANCE IR 4225 model features a range of
collaboration tools, streamlined one-step operations for
complicated tasks, and the power to perform multiple jobs
concurrently.

The Canon imageRUNNER ADVANCE IR 4225 model delivers
output speeds of up to 25 ppm in black-and-white, and scanning
at speeds of up to 51/51 ipm (simplex, 300dpi, BW/Color).
Offering standard Color Universal Send, UFR II Printing, and a
range of paper handling and finishing options, the Canon
imageRUNNER ADVANCE IR 4225 model is intelligent value at its
best.

Brand RICOH
High productivity 25 or 33

ppm
Outstanding usability

Variety of customisation
possibilities

RICOH Photocopier MP2550 (A3
Mono)
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Advanced document management
Standard colour

scanning
Single laser beam scanning & electro photographic
printing

Single laser beam scanning & electro photographic
printing

Description

Canon New Copier Machine Penang | Canon Recon Copier
Machine | New & Recon Copier Machine Penang | Sharp
New Copier Machine Penang | Copying Machine
Wholesaler Penang | Digital Copier Penang | Fax &
Network Printing Penang | A4 / A3 Size Machine Penang |
Scanner / Scan To Email Penang | Document Server / Mail
Box Penang | Software Solution Penang | Copier Spare
and Toner Penang | Photocopier Machine Rental & Repair
Penang | Copy Machine Maintenance Penang | Copy
Machine Toner Penang | Copying Machine Spare Parts
Penang | CANON, RICOH & SHARP Copier Machine

Brand RICOH
Copying process

Twin laser beam scanning and electro-photographic
printing

Continuous copy
speed

25/30
cpm

Continuous scanning
speed

60 ppm (B&W)/35
ppm(Colour)

Main
features

Colour
Copier/Scanner

Key
features

Scan to FTP, Scan to email, Scan to
Folder

Options FaxWarm up time : Less than 45
seconds

Resolution Copying - 600dpi/Printing -
1200dpi

RICOH Photocopier MPC2500 (A3
Colour)

Description

Canon New Copier Machine Penang | Canon Recon Copier
Machine | New & Recon Copier Machine Penang | Sharp
New Copier Machine Penang | Copying Machine
Wholesaler Penang | Digital Copier Penang | Fax &
Network Printing Penang | A4 / A3 Size Machine Penang |
Scanner / Scan To Email Penang | Document Server / Mail
Box Penang | Software Solution Penang | Copier Spare
and Toner Penang | Photocopier Machine Rental & Repair
Penang | Copy Machine Maintenance Penang | Copy
Machine Toner Penang | Copying Machine Spare Parts
Penang | CANON, RICOH & SHARP Copier Machine

Brand CANON
SIZE A3 MONO

CANON ADVANCE ADV4025 / 35 / 45
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PRINT SPEED ADV 4025 (25 PAGE PER
MINUTE)

PRINT SPEED ADV 4035 (35 PAGE PER
MINUTE)

PRINT SPEED ADV 4045 (45 PAGE PER
MINUTE)

Description

Canon New Copier Machine Penang | Canon Recon Copier
Machine | New & Recon Copier Machine Penang | Sharp
New Copier Machine Penang | Copier Machine Wholesaler
Penang | Digital Copier Penang | Fax & Network Printing
Penang | A4 / A3 Size Machine Penang | Scanner / Scan To
Email Penang | Document Server / Mail Box Penang |
Software Solution Penang | Copier Spare and Toner
Penang | Copy Machine Rental & Repair Penang | Copy
Machine Maintenance Penang | Copy Machine Toner
Penang | Copy Machine Spare Parts Penang | CANON,
RICOH & SHARP Copier Machine

Canon IR ADV 4035
Advanced imageCHIP system architecture uses two processors to
deliver outstanding multitasking performance

Large embedded control panel provides easier viewing

A universal design that's not only appealing to the eye but also
easy and comfortable to operate

Mobile
Phone

019-4470224

Tel 04-3977025
Tel 04-3970552
E-Mail ptcopier@gmail.com
Website www.ptcopier.com

P.T. Office System Sdn. Bhd.

No. 7, Tingkat Kurau 4, Taman Chai Leng, 13700, Butterworth, Pulau
Pinang, Malaysia

WhatsApp 019-4470224
WhatsApp 019-4500224

P.T. Office System Sdn. Bhd.
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